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CHANGES

Euclid to Park
o Eliminated reverse curves on the
south side. This widens the roadway
west of Tyndall but narrows it in the
vicinity of Tyndall. The proposed
roadway still remains well within the
existing right-of-way however.
o Makes use of the existing sidewalk on
south side between Euclid and
Tyndall to the extent possible.
o This shows an example of enhanced
pedestrian environment in addition
to water harvesting.
o Added bus pullouts in both directions
at Park Avenue.
o Added Bike/HAWK at Park to
accommodate future Arroyo Chico
Greenway
o Narrowed entrance to North Park
and added angled back-in parking on
west side.

948 E.

Plan Inv: 89.92
Examples of using excess
right-of-way to provide an 8'
sidewalk with 8'+ buffer (17'
streetside width) in addition
to water harvesting.

CHANGES FROM CTF-RECOMMENDED
Provide 12' public access
lane in existing right-of-way
to avoid acquisitions on
south side.
---------Assumes Broadway can
serve as the fire lane.

Park to Fremont
o Made centerline parallel to property lines
in block between Park and Fremont. That
line is extended into the next block
westward.
o Shifted the centerline approximately 4'
northward to accommodate the wider
streetside widths without impacting the
south side. There is no increase in directly
impacted structures on the north side.
o Widen the public sidewalk to 8' where it is
adjacent to 1034 E.
o Note that this creates a potential "right
hook" issue for westbound right turns onto
Fremont.

TO BE CONSIDERED
o Shifting the centerline an additional 8'
northward would allow either providing
parallel parking along the access lane on
the south side,
o Depth of the City-owned remnant would

CHANGES FROM CTF-RECOMMENDED
Fremont to Highland

CHANGES FROM CTF-RECOMMENDED
Fremont to Highland
o Shifted the centerline 4' northward to
accommodate the wider pedestrian way on both
sides without impacting the south side. There is
no increase in the number directly impacted
structures on the north side. The number of
potential full acquisitions on the south side is
reduced.

o To provide the possibility of avoiding full
acquisitions on the north side, depressed
curb accesses are provided to parcels with
o
adequate on-site maneuvering area to
accommodate the wider streetside width
preclude
forcing vehicles to back out into
both sides without impacting the south side.
Broadway.
This does not result in any more directly
o Shifted the reverse curves westward to
impacted structures on the north side and
avoid curvature through the Santa Rita
eliminates potential full acquisitions on the
intersection.
south.
o Made centerline parallel to property lines
fronting Broadway.
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o Shifted the reverse curves westward to avoid
curvature through the Santa Rita intersection.
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o Removed double sets of reverse curves of
north median curb with a tangent between
the two curves beyond them. This narrows
the center median width to as little as 6'
but simplifies the geometry.
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